GLOBAL ARTS, MEDIA, AND WRITING STUDIES PRESENTS

ARTS WEEK
February 29th - March 7th

DAY 01 - MARCH 02
PERFORMATIVE STORYTELLING: Moving into Action with Objectives and Distances
SSM 116 6PM-8PM

DAY 02 - MARCH 03
Jam Session Hosted by G Street Revolution
ACS 108 6PM-8PM

DAY 03 - MARCH 04
Young Artist Movement (YAM)
SSM 125 6PM-8PM

DAY 04 - MARCH 05
Multimedia Open Studio
SSM 125 2-3:30PM
GAMWS Lecture - Dawn Trook: “Valley Roots: Making Theater with and about Community”
MAC 7PM

DAY 05 - MARCH 06
Sculpture II Open Studio
ACS 104B 2PM - 3:30PM
Andrew Burkam
Podcasting Workshop
ACS 110 9AM-12PM
Rodrigo Reyes Film Screening, Q&A
ACS 120

DAY 06 - MARCH 07
Qadim Ensemble
MAC 7:30 PM Start
24 Hour Play Production Begins
10PM Start

DAY 07 - MARCH 08
24 Hour Play Performance
SSM 116 8PM

EVENT SCHEDULE